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Review (61): It’s a Wonderful Life: Illustrations of “Wrongdoing,” 2 Timothy 3:4

v 4 -	treacherous, reckless, conceited, lovers of pleasure rather than lovers of God;
“treacherous”: (1) This is the word prodÒthj / prodotes / and refers to those who betray others.  This is wrongdoing motivated by sin.  (2) The sins that motivate treachery in international affairs or military desertions include fear, greed, or expediency.  (3) The treachery that goes on between individuals is often motivated by jealousy, envy, anger, bitterness, self-righteousness, inordinate competition, and an over-emphasis on self.
(4) Here are a few definitions of prodÒthj / prodotes / that describe both categories of treachery however if you keep our subject of marital discord in mind they will help illustrate categories of wrongdoing in marriage.
Liddell, Henry G. and Robert Scott.  A Greek-English Lexicon.  New edition.  New York: Oxford University press, 1940; pp. 1474-75:
parod…dwmi / parodidomi /, to give up to the enemy; to betray.  2. to forsake; to abandon; to desert.
parodos…a / parodosia /, to abandon in need; treason; betrayal. prodÒthj / prodotes /, a traitor to his oaths; one who abandons in danger.
(5) In addition, the next few words in context, divulge the kind of wrongdoing in which the carnal believer indulges when he betrays the mandates of God.  It starts with the word:
“reckless”: (1) The Greek word here is propet»j / propetes / which is a compound that literally means to fall forward.  It refers to those who act without thinking and thus came to mean “thoughtless.”
(2) A person who is self-centered, is disloyal to those for whom he is responsible, and makes expedient decisions motivated by inordinate competition is obviously going to be thoughtless.  (3) The word for thoughtless, propet»j / propetes /, has an interesting etymology documented by:
Spicq, Ceslas.  Theological Lexicon of the New Testament.  Vol. 3, pai-yeu, trans. and ed. James D. Ernest.  Peabody: Hendrickson Publishers, 1994; pp. 189–90.
propet»j.  Figuratively, it expresses lack of control in a pejorative sense and means reckless.  The adjective is used in the Septuagint for prattlers who talk without thinking, but the fact that they are abominated and promised ruin indicates that this is one of the gravest sins.
Proverbs 10:14b —  “The mouth of the foolish is a disaster in the offing.”  Proverbs 13:3b —  “The one who opens his mouth to ruin.”  Roman soldiers according to Epictetus, “catch those who speak thoughtlessly,” i.e., who speak ill of Caesar without thinking about who they are talking to or without dreaming of the consequences.
With respect to action, the proteteis are those people who are impulsive, who get carried away, who cannot reason soundly and who make themselves known by their violence, people who wreck everything, who take wild chances.  
In light of these usages, we should understand the propeteis in 2 Timothy 3:4 to be frenzied and unjust; uncontrolled or ill-considered aggression.
(4) A footnote indicates that ancient fragmentary writings also seem to indicate that such a person links the characteristics mentioned above with indifference and rashness.
(5) All of these things are motivated by mental attitude sins and may be viewed as wrongdoing.  A self-centered person who is both disloyal and thoughtless has to be very conceited, indicated by the next word:
“conceited”: (1) The translation given here by the KJV is “high-minded,” whereas the NIV and NASV have “conceited.”  The Greek word they’re dealing with is  tufÒw / tuphoo / whose root word, tàfoj / tuphos / means, “smoke.”  (2) It later was used metaphorically to describe vanity, vainglory, and ambition and those who suffered from it were unteachable and rebellious.
(3) The application in our passage is one who is puffed full of the smoke of vanity and excessive pretension.  (4) This embodies the mental attitude sins of conceit and results in a blind arrogance that produces acts of human good and evil.  (5) One of the ways this is reflected is through the pursuit of pleasure to the point of idolatry.  This is expressed by the next phrase:
“lovers of pleasure”: There is nothing wrong with having pleasures in life.  It is certainly preferable to misery and difficulty, but an insatiable lust for pleasure becomes a distraction to our top priority which is to be:
“lovers of God”: (1) This is the key to a lifestyle that is pleasing to God.  It is important before going to the next verse to remind us of our Lord’s response to the Pharisees in:
 Mark 12:28 -	And one of the scribes … asked Him, “What commandment is the foremost of all?”
v 29 -		Jesus answered, “The foremost is [ Deuteronomy 6:4 ], Hear, O Israel!  The Lord our God is one Lord;
v 30 -		and you shall love the Lord your God with all your heart, and with all your soul, and with all your mind and with all your strength.”
v 31 -		“The second is this, ‘You shall love your neighbor as yourself.’  There is no other commandment greater than these.”
(2) Those who love self will first of all seek pleasure for oneself.  This is reflected in behavior patterns and character traits that do not show appropriate consideration, compassion, or sensitivity for others.  (3) When it occurs in a marriage there is over-emphasis on self and failure to execute the three laws of the Christian marriage.  (4) It is obvious that believers who do not love God certainly cannot love each other.  This is crystal clear by John in:
1 John 4:20 -	If someone says, “I love God,” and hates his brother, he is a liar; for the one who does not love his brother whom he has seen, cannot love God whom he has not seen.
(5) So, 2 Timothy 3:4 alerts us to the circumstance of a husband or wife who is so self-centered that his love for pleasure holds a higher priority than his love for God.  (6) This immediately warns us of yet an additional problem that comes out of this.  That husband or wife is incapable of loving his spouse.  (7) If you don’t love God you cannot love your fellow believer and that includes your believer spouse.  (8) Self-justification will often construct a façade of self-righteousness that blinds a person to his responsibilities toward his spouse.  This is an obvious application of:
2 Timothy 3:5 -	holding a form of godliness, although they have denied its power; avoid such men as these.


